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Abstract: Hutnan  or  juce tracking  in a  divei'se environtnent  is vet:}, important for vcu"ioits

 appiications  in computet'  i'isioti, especiatl.v  .for vicieo  suii,eillanee.  ds'uatly, a cotor  ciie qfiZfrs

 man.v  adL,antqges  over  motion  or  geometric in,formation u,hich  cannot  robusily  handle partiat
 oeclusion,  rotation,  scale  and  resolution  changes.  Ih this paper, "'e  present a  robust.fZice traeking

 system bj, emplaying  a  eotor-basedparticte,fitter.  71ie.joee ctelection  teehnique  is reati:ed  based

 on  a  Hinar-tike.features aigorithm  Here  we  eixploit skin  color  cues,for,joee-tracking,  and  it also

prfrposes a boLb･'-part paJ'ticte distribution s.vstem,  71iis sFsteni  is t'obust  against  occiusion  b.v

 human  oi' others  and  it can  peJ.V?)rm the tracking  in real-time, Plti conducted  etxpei'iments in hoth

 indoor and  outdi)or  envirot7menls,  vi,ith eithei' a  single  or  multipte  persons in a  vieTv.  Based  on  the

 color-hased  and  bocly-pat'tparticle.fitter, "'e  h'acked  a  person  
's,fZice

 satisfactorib,  hy a  devetoped

 simpte  robot  system.

Kaywortty Human  tracking,  partiele.filter, ,fbce tracking eotor  cue.

               1. Introduction
  Human  motion  analysis  can  be typified into three
broad areas,  namely  -  human motion  and  activity

recognition,  human tracking and  human body structure

analysis  [3]. In this paper, we  concentrate  on  human
motion  tracking.  Tracking is a  diencult task in computer
vision  and  other  fields. Motion  tracking,  face track{ng
or  personfobject tracking are  very  crucial  in video

surveMance,  motion  understanding,  computer-robot

interaction, perceptual user  interfaces, smart  rooms,

object-based  video  communicationlcompression,  driver
assistance,  and  related application  arenas  [26]. There

are  various  approaches  on  human motion  tracking to

understand  the behavior of  a person or  to realize  video

suryeillance.  Various methods  have been employed  for
better tracking  by considering  various  dimensions, for
example,  part{al occlusion  [9,11]. clutter  or  complex

background [&17-18]. multi-target  tracking [11-13].
change  in illumination, abrupt  motion  of  the face,
skin-colored  background, scale  variations,  etc,  [4-7] by
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employ]ng  co]or-based  particle filter [15]. Here we

exploit the skin  color  as  the cue  for face tracking.  Some
low leyel features e.g.. color, motion,  contour.  depth
information to the tracked object,  face. etc.,  are  usually

used  for general tracking  methods  [17].
   In this paper. we  consider  color  information due to
the fact that color  cue  is easy  to implement and

insensitive to the variation  of  pose. expression,  scale,

and  rotation.  ]t has been  used  in most  face tracking

processes and  yields a high recognition  rate [4]. We

present the detailed description in the fo11owing section.

   The  paper is organized  as  fbllows: Section 2

illustrates the  re]ated  work.  In Section 3, we  present a

color-based  tracking system  employing  particle filter

[15], ExperimentaL systems  are covered  in Section 4.
which  fo11owed by the results  and  analysis  in Section 5.
We  conclude  the paper in Section 6.

              2. Related  Work

  There are some  good surveys  on  human  motion

analysis  [1-3], There are several  other  approaches  using

cues  other  than  color  cue  and  considering  multiple  cues

for tracking.  Triesch and  Ma]sburg  [25] integrated five
different visual  cues  to detect and  track a single face by
calculating  the weighted  sum  of  each  cue's

observational  probability. In particular. discordant cues

are quickly suppressed  and  recalibrated,  while  cues
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having been consistent  with  the  result  in the  recent  past
are  given a  higher weight  in the  future. Wu  and  Huang

[27] combined  the  color  cuc  and  the  face contour  on  the

basis of  edge  detection to increase the robustness  and

generality, though  this method  is time-consuming  and

often  fai]s to track the face in a skin-colored  complex

background due to detection error  ofthe  fac¢ contour.

  In another  approach,  Comaniciu  et  al. [26] derived a
simp]e  representation  of  the background features and

used  it to neglect  the background features in the target

model  and  in the target candidate  region  extracted  for

target loealization phase. Yin and  Collins [8] also

proposed a  spatial  divide-and-conquer method  to

discriminate the target from the background. These

techniques  are  etTective  when  the  background  is simple

but their performance is poor whenever  some  objects  or

elements  ofthe  background have similar  features to the

target.

  Kalman  Filter and  its variants  (e.g., Extended Kalman
Filter, Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)),
CONDENSATION  algorithm  [6], Particle Filter with  its

variants,  etc.  are  employed  for tracking  an object  in

various  conditions.  Temporal  Bayesian filtering (e.g.,
CONDENSATION)  is one  of  the  most  successfu1

object-tracking  inethods,  Variants of  Kalman  filters are
lirnited by their Gaussian assumptions.  UKF  uses  a  set

of  discretely sampled  points to parameterize the mean

and  covariance  of  the posterior density. We  can  also

apply  Hidden  Markov  Moders  (HMM)  filters fbr

traeking  if the state space  is discrete and  it' it consists  of

a finite number  of  states.

  Bagnato  ct al, [16] proposed a new  extension  of  the
CONDENSATION  algorithm,  based on  Active
Appearance Model (AAM) with  application  to infants
face tracking.  They  addressed  the  problem  of  tracking  a

face and  its features in baby  video  sequences.  A  mixed

state  particle fiLtering is proposed, where  the

distribution ofobservations  is derived from AAM.

  One  of  the  most  popular methods  for object  tracking

is the Particle Filter, since  it achieves  good
performances in all cases  including those  where  the

target is partially occluded  or  several  distracters appear

in the scene  [18]. Particle filter can  be regarded  as a

hypothesis tracker that approximates  the filtered

posterior distribution by  a  set  of  weighted  hypotheses

called  particles (i.e., a set of  random  samples).  This
technique gives weights  to the particles based on  a

likelihood function and  distributes them  according  to a

motion  model.  When  the  panicles are  properly placed,
weighted  and  propagated. posteriors can  be estimated
sequentially  over  time. Panicle filters are  based on

Monte  Carlo integratien methods.  The  current  density

of  the state is represented  by a set of  random  samples

with  associated  weights  and  the new  density is
computed  based on  these samples  and  weights.

  Despite the  uncertainty  in the visual  appearances,

frontal faces have a  simi]ar  image pattern that alIows  the

use  ofthe  Haar features fbr face detection [10]. Particie
filter is used  for tracking  based on  the  mean  tield

Boltzmann  model,  which  is robust  against  partial
occlusion  [9]. Motion  Adaptive Weighted  Unmatched
Pixel Count (MAWUPC)  algorithm  that incorporates
multiple  cues  to track the face in the complex

background  and  face-occluded environnient  was

proposed by [17]. This incorperated color  and  motion

cues  and  then particle filter is empioyed  for tracking. Li
and  Chua  l14] proposed a  transduetive  color-based

panicle tllter algorithm  to address  the problem of

non-stationary  color  distribution in color  tracking.  The

use  of  panicle filtering {15] allows  us to handle color
clutter  better in the  background, as well  as oecEusion.

By  employing  multiple  hypotheses and  a  dynamic
system  mode],  the particle filter approach  can  track

objects  under  cases  of  clutter  and  occlusion.  Nummiaro

et al. i15] used  color  histogram to represent  eolor

distribution.

         3. Tracking Methodology
  This section  describes in detail the  color-based

particle filter method  because we  exploited  a

color-based  panicle filter system.  In this paper, we

introduce a  body-part particle distribution concept  to

make  the  system  robust  against  occlusion.  A  target is

tracked  using  a  particle filter by cemparing  its color
histogram with  the histogram of  the sample  positions
using  the Bhattacharyya distance measurements  [15].
This is a  top-down  approach  where  it generates object

hypotheses and  tries to verify them  using  the image [20].
In this section,  we  present the color-based  particle fi]ter

[2e], where  the weighted  sample  set  is,

           s={(sf"],rc{'- )ln=i...N･' } (1)

where  S  is the panicle set,  and  n  is the weight.  The  size

of  the sample  set is IV. Then s is one  hypothetical state

of  the object  (and s can  be referred  to as  a  sampte)  "'ith

a  corresponding  discrete sampling  probability n  (a
numerical  weighting  factor), where

                   ,s'

                   Zn["' = i,
                   t/=1

The evoiution  of  the sample  set can  be deseribed by
propagating each  sample  according  to a system  model.

Each  element  of  the  set  is weighted  in terms  of  the

observations  {:,,...,:,} up  to time  t and  N  samples  are

drawn  with  replacement  by  choosing  a  particular
sample  with  probability.

                ncn)  .  pe,lx, = slnD

The  mean  state  of  an  object  is estimated  at each  time

step  by,

                   ,s,

              E'[s,]-Zrr1"]sl"). (2)
                   n.1
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  As a target model.  we  use  color  distributions. Color
distributions achieye  robustness  against  non-rigidity,

partial occlusion-,  scale- and  rotation-invariants  [21-22].
However,  color  is sensit{ve  to the  variations  in the  light

source.  Suppose  that the color  distributions are

discretized into m-bins  or  ciusters.  Color distributions
represent  histograms of  the pixel values.  The  histogram

is produced  with  the function h.(x,) -
 that assigns  the

color  at location xi  to the correspondlng  bins. In this

paper, we  consider  HSV  color  space  instead of  RGB
color  space  due to the fact that the fornier is less

sensitive  to lighting conditions  with  less sensitivity to V,

hence we  achieve  8x8x4 bins. Color-distribution is used
for face tracking  ]ikelihoed. In an object  tracking  model,

a  rectangle  with  H, and  H,, as  the halflwidth and

halfLheight ofthe  rectangle  (Fig. 1), having the center  of

the rectangle  as (x..vi) is considered.

x

yFig.1.
 Rectangular  dlmension  for the tracking

                 ebject.

  In this algorithm.  when  the boundary pixels belong  to

the background or  get occluded,  smali  weights  are

assigned  to the pixels that are  further away  from the
region  center  by employing  a  kernel weighting  function,

            ko-l  
]-,"r

 Sl',G5,i,. (3)

where  r  is the distance from  the  region  center.  This

increases the reliability  of  the color  distribution. The
discretecolordistribution

                 py ={pt/S')}'=t' '"/

over  a  region  y, using  u  bins, is defined as,

        pt"-f#.  k( 
11'-.X'11

 )a[hn (x,)-ul (4)

Here, no  is the number  of  pixels in the region,  and  i[n]

is the Kronecker delta function that determines whether

the pixel xi belongs to the bin u  or  not:

             ti[n]=( ol .i[h,t=.?c

The  parameter,

                  a=  H:+Hi                        t/

is used  to adapt  the  objeet's  face to
region, andfis  the normalization  factor.

(5)

the size  of  the

            
f=z･1:ik(ilyi,x･ill

 (6)

so  that it may  ensure

                  ZIL., pii･ 
'i
 - i.

This normalization  faetor simptifies  the search  ot' a

good  similarity  measure  between two histograms.

  In a tracking  approach,  the estimated  state  is updated
at each  time  step  by incorporating the new  observations.

Hence, a quality factor for similarity  measure  is
necessary  based on  the histograms of  color  distributions
of  target model  and  target candidate.  Assume  a

histogram

                  l)'t 
--
 t)l,n)},./, .,,/

Be a tatlget candidote  and  a  histogram

                  v} =  fe[,"'iL.i. .,.

be a  tatget  modeL  Though  we  could  use  various

methods,  e.g., Minkowski form  distances, Histogram

intersection. Mahalanobis distance, Earth mover's

distance, etc. for calculating  the distance measure,  we

use  BhattacharTy.va coq(ncient  and  distance instead due
to its fast and  simple  computation.  Fig. 2 demonstrates

an exampEe  ofsimilarity  measures  based on  skin  color

of  the face. For the tw'o distributions p(u) and  q(u), the
Bhattacharyyacoefficientis,

               p[p,q]t l p(uh(u)thi.

For discrete color  h{stograms py and  qy, it is defined as,
                   n/

            p[p,ql=;,l., pC")qC"i･ (7)

  I.ewsimiiarits'1

di]e to thct'aet
 th at no

presence oi'
skln  coter

Fig. 2. Example  of  similarity  measures  based  on  skin

color  ef  the face. Bottom Figure has high similarity.

  As  evident,  the larger p is, the more  similar  the

distributions are  and  vice  versa  (See Figs. 2 and  3).
Hence, for two  identical normalizcd  histograms,p = l is
obtained  that indicates perfect match.  The
Bhattacharyya coefiicient calculation  betwcen  two

normalized  histograms is based on  the count  values  ot'

single bins indexing the same  intensity range  in both
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histograms (in this case,  the total number  ofbins  u.,,.=

m).  The  distance between the two  distributions can  be
glven as

                  d, ; 1- p[p.q] .

So, it is always  positive, symmetric  and  equals  to zero
when  both distributions are  equa}.  Also, the smaller  c4

is, the  more  similar  the distributions are.  The  tracker  in

this paper employs  this distance measure  to update  the a

priori distribution calculated  by the particle filter and

track the candidate  object. Each sample  s in the sample
set S can  be scanned  as  a  rectangle  and  it can  be
represented  as,

               s=(x,.v,;.;:H,,fl,)r

  Here, (x,.v) is the center  coordinate  of  the object,

(1,.;) js the motion  parameters ofthe  center  coordinates.

H., and  lt. are  the length of  the halfaxes, and  the ratio
of  the  axes  is always  kept constant  for eMcient

implemeptation of  histogram and  simi]arity  measure

calculations.

't
 hc tracked  ob.iect  htus higher -'eights

(-'ithin the face area). and  outside  or

ncar  lhe edees.  the sizes  of  thc

partictesbccomcstna]ler.

Fig.3. Distribution of  particles randomly  in the
object  area.  The  head  is the  tracked  object.  After a
while,  this area  wi]1 have  more  weight.

  The sample  set is propagated through the application
ofa  dynamic  model  that defines essentially  the expected

movement,

             sin)=Asl:)+B-･i.",L  (8)

where  A defines the deterministic component  of  the

model  and  here {t is defined as,

                  A-[1,  ?l,
B",IZI is the stochastic  component  of  this mede]

equation  where  B  is defined as,

                    B.[l],
wr.i  is a  Gaussian random  variab]e  that describes the
error  source  afTecting  the system  mode],  This Gaussian

noise  is provlded by,

          vv=  -2crln(tDsin(2m':.)+lt. (9)

where,  g  is standard  deviation, rd and  r2 are  random

numbers  rE[o,1}  and  IAs  the mean.  Now  both target
histogram q and  the candidate  histogram p.,., are

computed  from Eq, 4, provided that the target is
centered  at the origin  ofthe  rectangle  region.

  To start with, we  select IV samples  from the set  SV.T

with  probabiljty -II',) . The  selection  allows  the samples

with  high probability to strengthen  the set  by multiple

copies,  and  deletes the weakest  samp]es.  It is based on
random  sampling  and  cumulative  probabllities of  the

weight  n'. So  the norma]ized  cumuiative  probab{lities
c'I. are  calculated  as,

                                   [o}

          e,Cl:l -- e. c･k"l m- c,t."it)+7rl/i,  e,lfr) =  
Ci/,,LF

 .
                                  c,.1

  A  unifbrmly  distributed random  number  rEIO,ll  is

generated. By  employing  binary search,  we  then find

thesmallesty'forwhich  clii))r.Thenweset  sl!'i)=sll.

This is repeated  for all samples.  Each  sample  {s

propagated and  cstimated  by Eq. 8. Next, the

measurements  for each  propagated sample  s ot' the set  Sr
are  detennined. They  lead to the  weight  veetor  n,  in
the observation  step.

  To  observe  the  color  distributions, we  first calculate

the color  distributlons for each  sample  ofthe  set  S; using

Eq. 4 by replacing  y with  sl"'.  To establish  the

relationship  between  observations  and  measurements,

the  Bhattacharyya coetlicients  are  calculated  for each

sample  of  the set S, by using  Eq. 7. Herc, histograms of

each  candidate  are  compared  to the target model

histogram. We  give larger weights  to the samples

having more  similar resemblance  to the target model,

where  the weight  of  each  sampEe  is calculated  as,

              ff+"' =: S. ite (io)

which  is specified  by a  Gaussian with  variance  a. This
Gaussian  weighting  increases the importance of  the

samples  with  a  high Bhattacharyya coefTicient, and

decreases the ones  with  a  low value.

  Note  that for easy  computation,  we  need  to normatize

each  eolor  distribution of  Eq. 4, Finally, based on  Eq. 2,
we  calculate  the weighted  mean  state  E[s,] to determine

the rnean  state  of  the new  sample  set that allows  a

simple  visualization  of  the results. The mean  weight

n,,r,,1 is the weight  factor. given by the location of

E[S,1, The  coordinates  x,  y and  the halfLaxes ot' the

weighted  mean  state  are  now  ]abeled as  a  new  location

at  step  t. Then  with  s, -) s,., , the new  iteration step can

start.
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   The introduction ofa  body-part panicle distribution
concept  makes  the system  robust  against  occlusion.  This
is one  of  the most  important components  in the

proposed method.  If we  set panicles only  in face, we
find dithculty to track  the person continuously  if the
person is occluded  by other  object  or  person. To  solve

this problem, we  divide the body into two parts - face
part and  upper  part of  the  body  without  face and  based
on  the color  of  ctoths,  we  use  another  particle
distribution. Therefore, based on  the two particle sets.

we  can  robustly  and  strongly  manage  the tracking ofthe
face even  in occlusion.

rotation  due  to its simplicity.  Fig. 5 shows  an

experimental  setup  for tracking a single person. The
user  initializes the target person to be tracked using  a

USB  camera.

Person to bc
 tracked

{a} Simp]e robot  head with  2 eyes  comprising  USB  cameras.

Fig.5. Experimental  set-up  with  the user  (sitting),
person to be tracked (standing), the robot  near  the

user  and  the camera.

Imageacquisition

byaUSBcamera
I)etectionof

  a t'acc

'I'rackingthe
 facc

(b) Tilt motion/  thc head is rotating  downwards  and  upwards.

     '"
 '"' ""  

'ti1･I,･i･,/･S.,;'f･,
£ 
E.,,

      tt
e.1'･･ ･''･1･1･..･. /･･/1/'･'･.

     Ce) Pan  motion/  the head is Totating  sideways.

  Fig.4. The robot  head used  for the track
                    .
               experlment.

ing

Contro] Imove the 2-eyed
robot  head based on  the

   directionofface

          4. ExperimentalSystem
    ln this paper, skin  color  ofa  face is tracked as  well

as the upper  body cLoths' color. For any  presence such
as  hands or  other  parts ofa  body, we  can  easily  extract

the face area. We  assume  that a  tracked person is
wearing  normal  dress. Face is detected by AdaBoost
[24], which  is sensitive  to noisy  data and  outliers. This
face detection is based on  a  boosting algorithm  which

yields good detection rates [24]. This detector is highly
inspired by the robust  real-time  object  detection of

Viola and  Jones [23]. In this work,  we  employed  100

panicles. A simple  autonomous  robot  head is developed
for the experiment  (Fig. 4). The robot  head can  perform
pan-tiLt motion,  courtesy  to two  servomotors  installed at

the ear position (for tilting motien)  and  at the center  of

the neck  (for panning motion).  Fig. 4(b) and  (c) depict
the  movement  of  the robot  head to upward  and  to
downward direction and  rotation  to the left and  to the

right  direction. However,  it can  not  perforrn 3600

  Fig.6. A simplified  system  flow diagram  of  the
     -expenmenL

Then  based on  the movement  of  the target person, the
system  can  track it and  hence the robot  head  (having
two  USB  cameras)  can  pan or tilt based on  the target

person's movement.  The  sequence  is illustrated using

the flow diagram of  Fig, 6. Note  that one  USB  camera

is employed  to take  the video  of  the movement  of  the

person to be tracked. Two  cameras  will  be employed  fbr
wider  view  ofthe  environment  in near  future.

          5. Result and  Discussion
  This section  will present the result ofvarious  tracking

experiments  based on  the above-mentioned  algorithms

and  experimental  set-ups. Initially, the system  will

detect faces of  some  persons in a video  by using  the

AdaBoost algorithm  and  will  start  tracking  once  the

user  has specified  a particular person by hisfher label on
the display. Fig, 7 and  Fig. 8 (muLtiple persons) show
the tracking results of  the face. The  program  controls

the robot  head according  to the  movement  and  tracking

direction of  the  face. and  with  sorne  limitations of  its

degree-ofifreedom. Note that is not  a  multi-camera

tracking system.  It means  only  one  camera  is operating
to track the particular person or  object.  In our

experiment,  the  tracking  yideo  is taken from one  camera.

The developed robot  head moves  according  to the

tracking  information, like human  eyes  and  shoulder,

This robot  head  is not  related  to the tracking method  
-
 it

is developed to demonstrate the tracking output  for
demonstration.

  Fig. 7 illustrates the sequences  of  images  on  tracking
a  single  person. The  3'd row  shows  that hand  is rotating

in front of  the face, and  the 5`h row  shows  that the
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person is behind a  screen  and  then appears.  The  tracker

can  track the person satisfactorily.

  The red  crossing  1{nes point the center  point of  the

detected object  or  face to be tracked. The tracked

person is divided into upper  headfface section  and  lower
body parts and  denoted by green rectangular  boxes. Our
concentration  is mainly  on  the upper  face green box.
The  second  image of  the 5rTi row  of  Fig. 7 has two
isolated blue rectangles  and  these  shows  the  searching

mode  after  any  occasion  oflarge  occlusion.

ttttt

1

a .,･i,.e･,

t' t"'i"'

-.,.g･di

k, i'

tttt

  Fig.7. Tracking result  of  a single  person  with  the

        presence of  occlusion  by  a  screen.

  We  also  track the person with  the presence of

multiple  persons and  partial occlusion  (Fig. 8). In this

case.  the person in no.  1 is being tracked with  the

presence of  two  other  persons and  occlusion  due to a
screen  and  the presence oftwo  persons. It tracks almost

perfectly even  though  the presence of  other  people in
the view  and  occlusion.  These  experiments  were  done
in an indoor environment.  In some  cases,  momentarily,

the tracker failed to track  due to fu11 occlusion  by
another  person.

'i'innt1'･' 1

/1.t

 
tt{-Fig.8.

 Tracking  results  ofa  person  among  multiple

         persons and  partial occlusion.

  So far. the tracking experiments  were  pertbrmed
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indoor with  usual  illumination. We  have done the

experiment  outdoor  as  well  with  the presence of

multiple  persons and  partial occlusions  (Fig. 9). The
tracking results  were  quite satisfactory.  Here, if a

person's face andlor  upper  body-part are  occiuded  by
another  person's face or body-part or  by  other  objects

(e.g., screen  in this case), siLl the method  can  track. Also,

the person can  be tracked even  when  a person faces the
opposite  side. However,  this method  can  be stronger  if
the face can  be detected even  when  the face is facing
the opposite  direction ofthe  camera.

Fig.9. Tracking  a  single  person  outdoor.

            6. Conclusion
 In this paper, we  have proposed a robust  tracking

method  by employing  a particle filter based on  color

cues  on  a  face and  on  an  upper  body  part. This concept
of  body-part inclusion along  with  the face area  based on
coLor  cues  is a  significant  improyement in tracking

persons in diverse environments  and  in the presence of

occ]usions.  The method  has been experimentally  tested

with  a robot  head that can  move  based on  the movement

of  the tracked  person -
 both indoor and  outdoor

environments,  with  and  without  the presence ofmultiple

persons in a yiew.  Color cue  is widely  used  for various
tracking methods,  but it has some  limitations, especially

due to the variation  ofthe  il]umination changes  and  the

presence of  related  co]or  cues  in the environment.

Hence, fbr a robust  tracking methodo)ogy.  we  need  to

consider  mu]tiple  cues  for tracking with  the constraint

ofcomplexity  in mind.  Moreover, based on  this method,

a  better robot-head  or  a  fu11 robot  can  be deyeloped so

that an  intelligent system  can  automatically  track a

person and  take the necessary  actions.  Our research

tracks a single person in different environments.

Therefore, it is inevitable to develop a robust  system

that  can  track  a  single  person as  well  as

multiple-persons.  Moreover, two  cameras  will be
employed  for wider  view  of  the  environment  in near
future so that tracking and  surveMance  can  be achieved
in a  better manner.  Hence.  we  neecl  to improve the
tracking system  for real-life surveillance  in future.
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